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The Triune God of Christian Faith 1990 a michael glazier book includes
bibliographical references p 119 123 and index
Our Triune God 2002 who is the god of the bible from both within the
church and outside her walls the orthodox doctrine of the holy trinity
declared in scripture and passed down in ecumenical creeds and local
confessions of faith is under attack the emerging absence of a trinitarian
mind set so prevalent in the church today has enormous implications for
the future of the christian faith concerned to counter contemporary
attacks on the doctrine of god peter toon here demonstrates the
existence and priority of a trinitarian pattern in scripture and defends
the essential role of the trinity in christian belief faith and practice
The Triune God 2002-09-01 the theology of the trinity is undergoing an
intense renewal filled with a vitality and vibrancy not seen since the
fourth century what had become for most believers dormant and
peripheral to the understanding of the christian faith is once again at
the center of lively theological discussions the triune god offers a
comprehensive overview of the theology of the trinity from its origin in
the bible through the significant periods of development in the early
church and up to the present time author thomas marsh reviews key
biblical understandings of god explains early church developments
highlights controversies about the trinity considered at church councils
and chronicles the scholastic distinctions of the middle ages he also
explores contemporary efforts to revitalize the theology of the trinity
and considers the question of inclusive god language the ÒrebirthÓ of
the spirit and the role of the trinity in the theology of the kingdom and in
the place of the church in society the triune god is a serious exploration
of the tirnity well suited to college seminary and university courses
anyone interested in an in depth examination of the trinity from a
scriptural historical and pastoral perspective will find this book essential
reading
The Triune God 1999-02-23 Òa primary condition for fresh thinking on
the trinity is an accurate objective account of past and present thoughtÓ
wrote one reviewer when the triune god first appeared in 1972 Òthis is
what fortman has presented sensitively accurately and compactly Ó the
author sets out Òto trace the historical development of trinitarian
doctrine from its written beginnings to its contemporary status Ó thus
he treats the biblical witness the council of nicea augustine the middle
ages and the development of this doctrine from the fifteenth century to
the present in the protestant orthodox and catholic traditions
The Mystery of the Triune God 1989 the theology of the trinity and the
tradition of the catholic church
The Triune God 2016-12-06 a constructive study of trinitarian theology



that aims to clarify our knowledge of the triune god by rightly ordering
the theological language we use to praise him the triune god reaches its
conclusions about how this doctrine should be handled on the basis of
the way the trinity was revealed as such theologian fred sanders invites
a doxological invitation to the reader to contemplate the mystery of the
trinity establishes the biblical exposition and draws the doctrinal
implications from it offers dogmatic principles for trinitarian exegesis
though sanders does interact with major voices from the history of
doctrine and his arguments are indebted to and informed by the great
tradition of trinitarianism he is clear throughout that trinitarianism is a
gift of revelation before it is an achievement of the church the most
patristic way to proceed toward a well ordered doctrine of the trinity is
after all to study scripture about the series new studies in dogmatics
seeks to retrieve the riches of christian doctrine for the sake of
contemporary theological renewal following in the tradition of g c
berkouwer s studies in dogmatics this series provides thoughtful concise
and readable treatments of major theological topics expressing the
biblical creedal and confessional shape of christian doctrine for a
contemporary evangelical audience the editors and contributors share a
common conviction that the way forward in constructive systematic
theology lies in building upon the foundations laid in the church s
historic understanding of the word of god as professed in its creeds
councils and confessions and by its most trusted teachers
The God of Jesus Christ 2018-08-22 in this book of meditations based on
a series of meditations by the author shortly before he became
archbishop of munich freising in 1977 theologian joseph ratzinger pope
benedict xvi presents his profound thoughts on the nature and person of
god building a bridge between theology and spirituality as he makes
wide use of the sacred scriptures to reveal the beauty and mystery of
who god is he writes about each of the three persons in the holy trinity
showing the different attributes of each person and that god is three and
god is one god is and the christian faith adds god is as father son and
holy spirit three and one this is the very heart of christianity but it is so
often shrouded in a silence born of perplexity has the church perhaps
gone one step too far here ought we not rather leave something so great
and inaccessible as god in his inaccessibility can something like the
trinity have any real meaning for us it is certainly true that the
proposition that god is three and god is one is and remains the
expression of his otherness which is infinitely greater than us and
transcends all our thinking and our existence but as joseph ratzinger
shows if this proposition meant nothing to us it would not have been
revealed and it could be clothed in human language only because it had



already penetrated human thinking and living to some extent without
jesus we do not know what father truly is this becomes visible in his
prayer which is the foundation of his being a jesus who was not
continuously absorbed in the father and was not in continuous intimate
communication with him would be a completely different being from the
jesus of the bible the real jesus of history in jesus prayer the father
becomes visible and jesus makes himself known as the son the unity
which this reveals is the trinity accordingly becoming a christian means
sharing in jesus prayer entering into the model provided by his life i e
the model of prayer becoming a christian means saying father with jesus
joseph ratzinger pope benedict xvi
The Triune God 1986-01-01 while the workings of the trinity challenge
our understanding bible believing christians cannot let themselves
downplay the trinity or ignore it we find the father son and holy spirit
each present throughout the pages of scripture and each equally
deserving of our love and reverence this book while not attempting to
define or explain the trinity dedicates equal space to examining the
qualities and roles of each member as we find them in the bible to help
us grow in our knowledge and understanding to do so the alliance of
confessing evangelicals has gathered essays from leading pastors and
preachers on these addresses will make us more familiar with each
person of the trinity and will show us how to rightly respond to each one
the more we know how to relate to the trinity the more we can enrich
our love for our triune god book jacket
The Triune God 2014 the triune god together with the forthcoming
second volume the works of god develops a compendious statement of
christian theology in the tradition of a medieval summa or of such
modern works as those of schleiermacher and barth theology as it is
understood here is the christian church s continuing discourse
concerning her specific communal purpose it is the hermeneutic and
critical reflection internal to the church s task of speaking the gospel to
the world as message and to god in petition and praise this volume and
its successor are thus dedicated to the service of the one church of the
creeds it is for no particular denomination or confession the
interlocutors of this work s analyses and proposals are drawn from
wherever in the ecumenical tradition a question may lead to theologians
and traditions ancient medieval or modern eastern or western catholic
or protestant
Systematic Theology : Volume 1: The Triune God 1997-06-24 in this
original contemporary doctrine of the trinity william placher places the
history of theology in dialogue with postmodern philosophy and yields a
provocative postliberal interpretation placher deftly connects a radical



view of god s transcendence with a narrative christology his resulting
thesis is twofold first the doctrine of the trinity is not a way of explaining
the inner nature of god but a way of preserving god s mystery and
second the trinity should be presented by showing how father son and
holy spirit are one god moving from the three to the one not the other
way around an exceptionally clear and engaging presentation of this
central christian doctrine the triune god both advances the scholarly
and ecclesial discussion on the trinity and provides an unusually
concrete introduction to postliberal theology
The Triune God 2007-01-01 this volume begins with an extended
discussion of jenson s methodology and addresses questions on the
nature of the christian god including the classic christological and
trinitarian questions
Systematic Theology 2001 the complex nature of christian communion
with a personal god requires a nuanced expression since its inception
the early church affirmed god s unknowable nature and also
participation in god through christ the church fathers employed the
language of theosis in talking about union with god and human
transformation in the likeness of god however the term theosis or
deification is a broad category and requires precise explanation to avoid
human dissolution in the divine in the mystical union this book
addresses the conundrum of imparticipable divine nature and personal
union between human and the trinity if god is trinity then we are
created and restored in the image of tripersonal god
Triadosis 2021-09-30 this new book takes forward professor moltmann s
thought on the trinity during the 1980s following the publication of his
classic study the trinity and the kingdom of god it begins with a survey
of the doctrine of the trinity today which sees the main issues as being
the social doctrine of the trinity gender and the trinity and the trinity
and the cross and ends with a fascinating retrospect my theological
career
History and the Triune God 1991 recent years have seen a resurgence of
interest in the doctrine of the trinity following a long period in which it
was considered irrelevant to the rest of theology and to the challenge of
christian life in this book david coffey claims that this resurgence is
caused by a renewed appreciation of the fact that salvation itself has a
trinitarian structure he argues that we cannot understand salvation
without a solid understanding of the trinity coffey considers the full
range of issues surrounding this central doctrine of christian faith
viewing the doctrine of the trinity in its historical and ecumenical
context he seeks to arrive at a balanced vision that incorporates the
insights of both the western and the eastern churches in particular he



wants to keep in sight both the immanent trinity the godhead considered
in itself and the economic trinity that is its role within the economy of
salvation in coffeys own model of the trinity the holy spirit is seen as the
objectivization of the mutual love of the father and the son this idea is
most closely associated with st augustine and richard of st victor coffey
however takes it much further presenting it as an explanation of the
origin of the son and the holy spirit and of the manner of operation of
the trinity in the economy from this model he is also able to derive a
suggestion for resolving the ecumenical problem of filioquism vs
monopatrism concerning the procession of the holy spirit the issue that
has divided east from west for nearly a millennium presenting a new
perspective on a topic of renewed theological interest this
comprehensive study has important implications for ecumenical
discussions of the trinity
Deus Trinitas 1999-09-09 in this book of meditations based on a series of
meditations by the author shortly before he became archbishop of
munich freising in 1977 theologian joseph ratzinger pope benedict xvi
presents his profound thoughts on the nature and person of god building
a bridge between theology and spirituality as he makes wide use of the
sacred scriptures to reveal the beauty and mystery of who god is he
writes about each of the three persons in the holy trinity showing the
different attributes of each person and that god is three and god is one
god is and the christian faith adds god is as father son and holy spirit
three and one this is the very heart of christianity but it is so often
shrouded in a silence born of perplexity has the church perhaps gone
one step too far here ought we not rather leave something so great and
inaccessible as god in his inaccessibility can something like the trinity
have any real meaning for us it is certainly true that the proposition that
god is three and god is one is and remains the expression of his
otherness which is infinitely greater than us and transcends all our
thinking and our existence but as joseph ratzinger shows if this
proposition meant nothing to us it would not have been revealed and it
could be clothed in human language only because it had already
penetrated human thinking and living to some extent without jesus we
do not know what father truly is this becomes visible in his prayer which
is the foundation of his being a jesus who was not continuously absorbed
in the father and was not in continuous intimate communication with
him would be a completely different being from the jesus of the bible the
real jesus of history in jesus prayer the father becomes visible and jesus
makes himself known as the son the unity which this reveals is the
trinity accordingly becoming a christian means sharing in jesus prayer
entering into the model provided by his life i e the model of prayer



becoming a christian means saying father with jesus joseph ratzinger
pope benedict xvi
The God of Jesus Christ 2018 how may the notion of trinity become a
practical down to earth living reality the parable of the good samaritan
must be one of the most familiar stories of jesus yet we often miss what
prompted it jesus asks the lawyer pointedly how do you read this
workbook seeks to show how people may read their bibles in a most
constructive way that leads to their living with and so loving truly the
triune god the father of the lord jesus christ who shares life giving holy
spirit with his people in nine study sessions for either individuals or
small groups with questions for reflection after each readers are taken
through the story of salvation from abraham to the new testament
church s catechism they are presented with a particular strategy on how
to approach the christian scriptures that the central actor in the drama
the triune god more readily comes into view this workbook therefore
addresses what seems an intractable problem no longer a formal creed
from the fourth century and certainly not just a medieval scholastic
game the goal is for the notion of trinity to become a practical down to
earth living reality for the church and for individual disciples of jesus
God's Address--Living with the Triune God, Revised Edition 2019-04-05
the study of christian theology in the last half century has seen a major
renaissance in trinitarian thought which has attempted to connect
trinitarian theology to all aspects of christian faith and practice this
revival has often addressed the unfortunate split which has haunted
much modern theological endeavour between theology and both prayer
and practice the disjunction between thought about god and the
movement of the heart toward god in transformed lives drawn from
papers given at a pusey house conference in 2015 the contributors to
this collection explore what it means to know and love the triune god
and how the knowledge of god can be a transforming and saving
knowledge
A Transforming Vision 2018-01-31 the triunity of the christian god is not
just one isolated doctrine among others allan coppedge draws out the
implications for our understanding of god s nature attributes roles
relationship to creation and providence
The Triune God 1993 explores the nature of the trinity discussing the
different attributes of each member of it and how they form a whole
The God Who Is Triune 2007-10-01 the last century has witnessed a
revival and renewal of trinitarian theology led initially by karl barth the
legendary puzzles of trinitarian theology have become especially vexing
in an era of changed philosophical and cultural categories and a host of
religious thinkers in the last century have tried to reformulate the main



lines of thought about god s trinitarian life theologian stanley grenz here
tells this story of trinitarian theology reporting and analyzing the
remarkable ferment in the discipline and discussing especially eleven
theologians on such issues as god s inner life vs god s relationship to
creation immanent and economic trinity social vs psychological
analogies for the relationships within god the relationship between
trinity and christology the feminist critique of classical categories and
how god s trinitarian life figures in evolution social justice and
spirituality grenz s introduction place this ferment historically in the
course of christian thought from the patristic period to now while his
conclusion sets a future agenda for the doctrine and theology
The Triune God 1970-05 relating to god as father son and holy spirit can
have a deep impact on one s faith ryken and lefebvre outline the saving
mysterious practical and glorious trinity in this theologically rich
resource
The God of Jesus Christ 2008 incorporation refers to the joint concept of
the mutual indwelling of the father the son and the spirit and their
mutual working together as one these two concepts are not new in
christian thought but they are overlooked by many christian teachers
and writers today and consequently by many christians in general the
effect of this omission is that many common believers if not their
teachers fall easily into the mistaken view that the three of the divine
trinity exist separably act separably and therefore are separably three
gods even though most know better than to say so this book is at one
level a reaction to that mistaken view because the writers of the new
testament were very far from it in their concept and utterance but at
stake is not just the trinity as the capital teaching of the christian faith if
that were not enough to be concerned about the essence of true
christian experience is also greatly affected by our understanding of
how the triune god is in himself and how he acts in himself for according
to the new testament the essence of the believers life and living is the
extension of the triune god s mutual indwelling and mutual working
together as one within them thus at another level this book is a reaction
to a merely moral and ethical view of the christian life because again the
writers of the new testament present the christian life more profoundly
as the believers incorporation of the triune god who lives and operates
within them the content of this book is a careful consideration of the
incorporation of the triune god in himself and with his believers as
evidenced textually in the new testament particularly the gospel of john
through the epistle of jude
Rediscovering the Triune God 2004 lesslie newbigin was arguably the
greatest missionary thinker of the twentieth century after a successful



missionary career in south india newbigin pioneered missionary
engagement with the secular west and resurgent islam he also led the
way in arguing that the church s mission can only be understood in light
of the doctrine of the trinity over fifty years ago newbigin called for the
further development of missionary thinking grounded in the triune being
of god this work is in response to that call adam dodds provides the first
in depth study of newbigin s trinitarian theology of mission dodds
constructs a systematic account of the central features of the mission of
the triune god the triune being of god the mission of the son the mission
of the holy spirit and the mission of the church this book contributes to
our understanding of the work of lesslie newbigin offers a systematic
theological account of the mission of the triune god and contributes to
the retrieval of christian mission from the theological margins back to a
place of central importance to christian theology
Our Triune God 2011 gloria schaab proposes to respond to cosmic
suffering with the recognition that the triune christian god participates
in the sufferings of the cosmos
The Incorporation of the Triune God in Himself and with His Believers
2023-07-04 the revival of trinitarian studies in the twentieth century
ushered in a new era of theological innovation the renewed and
dedicated articulation of the trinity as a doctrine in its own right is
indeed noteworthy but more important and praiseworthy arethe recent
endeavours of theologians to integrate the doctrine of the trinity with
other christian doctrines and with the many variegated aspects of the
life and ministries of the church today it is common to encounter the
term trinitarian being usedas a modifier trinitarian worship trinitarian
ecclesiology etc this book presents thomas f torrance as a participant
theologian in this integrative paradigm because torrance argues that the
trinity is the ground and grammar of theology his doctrine of salvation is
consistently trinitarian but how did he formulate his unique trinitarian
soteriology communion with the triune god seeks to answer this
question
The Mission of the Triune God 2017-07-31 a sound introduction to a
crucial doctrine emery s prose is scholarly yet widely accessible at once
traditional and constructive themelios representing the highest quality
of scholarship gilles emery offers a much anticipated exploration to
catholic doctrine on the trinity his extensive research combined with
lucid prose provides readers a resource to better understand the
foundations of trinitarian reflection and addresses all who wish to
benefit from an initiation to trinitarian doctrine the path proposed by
this introductory work comprises six steps from liturgical and biblical
ways for entering into trinitarian faith to the creative and saving action



of the trinity the book concludes with a doctrinal exposition of the
missions of the son and holy spirit that is the salvific sending of the son
and holy spirit that leads humankind to the contemplation of the father
trinitarian doctrine is not easy but emery with his translator has
rendered it intelligible and attractive exegetes theologians historians
and liturgists alike will find the trinity related to their discipline most
importantly the trinity will prepare its readers to enter higher levels of
discussion about the trinity sacra pagina
The Creative Suffering of the Triune God 2007-10-18 this short volume
finished just before denis farkasfalvy s death in 2020 serves effectively
as his last theological testament throughout his scholarly career
farkasfalvy aimed to reconcile and unite theological disciplines that had
increasingly become isolated from each other most notably the biblical
patristic and systematic in a biblical path to the triune god the cistercian
abbot identifies the earliest biblical witnesses to the church s teaching
about god formulated at the council of nicaea as father son and holy
spirit jesus famous praise of the father found almost word for word in
matthew 11 25 27 and luke 10 21 22 is farkasfalvy s point of departure
for his bold assertion that in the earliest sources we find abundant
evidence that it was not jesus who revealed his own divine sonship
rather the father revealed it to those whom jesus had chosen and were
open to respond in faith farkasfalvy demonstrates that jesus reveals his
relationship to the father in terms of intimate and experiential
knowledge transforming the procreative metaphor of filiation from the
physical as in the psalms and 2 samuel 7 to the epistemological realm of
knowledge what he calls love within cognitive dimensions just decades
after jesus ministry numerous independent apostolic witnesses from the
synoptic gospels and john to paul especially romans 1 1 4 and galatians
1 15 16 indicate a robust and widespread understanding of the father s
self disclosure in jesus the son farkasfalvy concludes his brief but
intense reflection by outlining how a single organic process of revelation
binds together the father and the son and then extends that loving
communion to believers in the spirit a communion made possible only by
the incarnate son s crucifixion and subsequent glorification this book
accomplishes the admirable feat of showing that far from being the
invention of later centuries the trinitarian doctrine of the church is
firmly rooted in the very first reflections on jesus ministry and mystery
by the biblical authors
Communion with the Triune God 2014-08-28 the complex nature of
christian communion with a personal god requires a nuanced expression
since its inception the early church affirmed god s unknowable nature
and also participation in god through christ the church fathers employed



the language of theosis in talking about union with god and human
transformation in the likeness of god however the term theosis or
deification is a broad category and requires precise explanation to avoid
human dissolution in the divine in the mystical union this book
addresses the conundrum of imparticipable divine nature and personal
union between human and the trinity if god is trinity then we are
created and restored in the image of tripersonal god
The Trinity 2012-08-07 refuting the notion that the doctrine of the
trinity may be indispensable for the creed but remote from life and
worship james b torrance points us to the indispensable who of worship
the triune god of grace he demonstrates why trinitarian theology is the
very essence of christian confession
A Biblical Path to the Triune God 2021-10-15 how can the arts
witness to the transcendence of the christian god it is widely believed
that there is something transcendent about the arts that they can
awaken a profound sense of awe wonder and mystery of something
beyond this world many argue that this opens up fruitful opportunities
for conversation with those who may have no use for conventional forms
of christianity jeremy begbie a leading voice on theology and the arts in
this book employs a biblical trinitarian imagination to show how
christian involvement in the arts can and should be shaped by a vision of
god s transcendence revealed in the person of jesus christ after
critiquing some current writing on the subject he goes on to offer rich
resources to help readers engage constructively with the contemporary
cultural moment even as they bear witness to the otherness and
uncontainability of the triune god of love
Triadosis: Union with the Triune God 2019-02-20 in from pentecost
to the triune god steven studebaker puts forth a provocative pentecostal
trinitarian theology arguing that the holy spirit completes the fellowship
of the triune god and therefore shapes the identities of the father and
the son the holy spirit studebaker maintains is not simply a passive end
product of a procession from the father and son but rather a dynamic
person who plays an active role in the trinity and a constitutional
consummational role in the history of redemption in the course of his
study studebaker shows the theological yield of the pentecostal
experience of the holy spirit and uncovers the biblical narratives of the
spirit from creation to pentecost a constructive and ecumenical
contribution to trinitarian theology from pentecost to the triune god also
engages major historical and contemporary figures such as augustine
the cappadocians weinandy and zizioulas as well as representatives from
the evangelical and charismatic traditions finally studebaker applies his
pentecostal trinitarian theology to the theology of religions and creation



care proposing that christians embrace an inclusive posture toward
people of other religious traditions and have an earth orientation that
sees creation care as christian formation
Worship, Community and the Triune God of Grace 1997-07-02 christian
teaching on the trinity has been both confusing and controversial this is
partially due to early christian thinkers developing their thought on the
basis of greek philosophy rather than on the revelation of god in jesus
christ jim fowler commences this study with theologia the historical
processes by which human beings formulate their considerations of the
being of the christian triune god since humans can only know god to the
extent that god has chosen to reveal himself the second section of the
book deals with oikonomia the administration of god s work in revealing
himself in the son jesus christ and by the holy spirit these objective
categories then lead to the subjective personal experience of koinonia
involving fellowship and participation of a christian individual with the
triune god and with other believers in the body of christ the church
The Triune God of the Church of England, Etc. [Two Letters.]. 1913
under the broad umbrella of the christian religion there exists a great
divide between two fundamentally different ways of thinking about key
aspects of the christian faith eugene webb explores the sources of that
divide looking at how the eastern and western christian worlds drifted
apart due both to the different ways they interpreted their symbols and
to the different roles political power played in their histories previous
studies have focused on historical events or on the history of theological
ideas in search of the triune god delves deeper by exploring how the
christian east and the christian west have conceived the relation
between symbol and experience webb demonstrates that whereas for
western christianity discussion of the doctrine of the trinity has tended
toward speculation about the internal structure of the godhead in the
eastern tradition the symbolism of the triune god has always been
closely connected to religious experience in their approaches to
theology western christianity has tended toward a speculative theology
and eastern christianity toward a mystical theology this difference of
focus has led to a large range of fundamental differences in many areas
not only of theology but also of religious life webb traces the history of
the pertinent symbols god as father son of god spirit of god messiah king
etc from the hebrew bible and new testament through patristic thinkers
and the councils that eventually defined orthodoxy in addition he shows
how the symbols interpreted through the different cultural lenses of the
east and the west gradually took on meanings that became the material
of very different worldviews especially as the respective histories of the
eastern and western christian worlds led them into different kinds of



entanglement with ambition and power through this incisive exploration
webb offers a dramatic and provocative new picture of the history of
christianity
Redeeming Transcendence in the Arts 2018-06-30 this book treats
pannenberg s stated ambition to write a theology more thoroughly
trinitarian than any i know of it evaluates it by answering two questions
what does pannenberg mean by his theology being thoroughly
trinitarian how far has his subsequent work especially systematic
theology been successful in realizing his stated goal
From Pentecost to the Triune God 2012-12-19 the trinity and culture
is a study of how human cultures relate to transcendence in general and
to the triune god in particular it surveys the church s understanding of
god as triune it describes some of the implications which trinitarian
perspectives and values have for culture it explores the models and
mental constructs which augustine pascal and others have developed to
express their understandings of the relation of the triune god to human
existence it suggests that a renewed understanding of the trinity can
provide the church with a paradigm to guide humanity in building its
cultures
The Triune God in Christian Thought and Experience 2013-09-24
The Triune God 1994
In Search of the Triune God 2014-03-11
Pannenberg on the Triune God 2007-05-24
The Trinity and Culture 1987
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